
Minnesota Companies Provide FSC-Certified

Products and Services

Formed in 2003, the Upper

Mississippi Certified Group

(UMCG) consists of 10

businesses in Cass and Aitkin

counties that offer a variety of

certified products to consumers

throughout Minnesota.  They

provide goods that come from

forests that are well managed

and help support the continued

practice of responsible forestry.

In 1997, Aitkin County became

one of the first public forests to

become certified by the Forest

Stewardship Council (FSC).

Not long after, businesses in the

area joined their cause, and due

to a system offered by the FSC,

they had the means by which to

work together to provide

certified products to the public.

Chain of Custody certification

verifies that a businesses has the

tracking systems in place to

prove that their products came

from forests managed in a sustainable

fashion. Businesses that achieve chain of

custody certification can label and

market FSC certified products.  Small

businesses are eligible for a “group chain

of custody” program that offers reduced

costs.  The Upper Mississippi Certified

Group has made use of the FSC’s group

chain of custody program.

FSC Certification starts with the forest

managers practicing responsible forestry.

Utilizing the group chain of custody

system, the Upper Mississippi Certified

Group (UMCG) formed in order to work

together in promoting products and

providing environmentally responsible

goods to consumers in Minnesota.
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The members of the UMCG

share the costs of certification,

and these costs have also been

offset with support provided by

the Blandin Foundation and the

McKnight Foundation.

The UMCG offers a variety of

products to the consumer,

including flooring, paneling,

moldings, lumber, FSC spruce

tops and cants for pallet

manufacturers.  They have a

variety of distributors, including

the Reuse Warehouse at the

Green Institute in Minneapolis.

In addition, the Group works

with a printer who produces

brochures, pamphlets, and other

materials capable of spreading

the word about the businesses

involved, and a trucking

company that helps them deliver

their products to a broader

market.  These features allow

the group to have greater

influence in spreading

awareness and improving their

businesses through increased

market size and availability.

Membership remains available to small

businesses in the Mississippi Headwaters

region, Aitkin County, or Cass County,

and to businesses that utilize products

from that region.  Membership is open,

but requires that the individual or

business can adhere to the standards set

by the certification auditors.

The chain of custody certification

undertaken by the Upper Midwest

Certification Group provides a leading

example of the ways that Minnesota

companies can provide environmentally

preferred products. The organization

allows businesses to collaborate and

explore the market of certified goods.

For more information about the UMCG,

please contact: Ross Wagner, Aitkin

County Economic Development

218-927-7305

rwagner@co.aitkin.mn.uw

The Upper Mississippi Forest

Certification Group developed this Case

Study with the support of the McKnight

Foundation.
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